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Reach out to schedule a chat with the Lancaster Leadership Team via our website!

YOUR OPTIONS

Want to more fully reach your potential

Believe in the importance of growth and development

Are eager for tools and the ability to be optimally effective in your work and life

Would like for a coach to help you to clarify and reach your goals, supportively hold you accountable, 

teach you skills, ask challenging questions, and believe in the possibility of your success

COACHING FOR EXCELLENCE PROGRAM.
A one-on-one personalized coaching and leadership development program is for you if you:

12 sessions, 18 hours: (up to 12 months)

8 sessions, 12 hours: (up to 9 months)

Meeting every 1-4 weeks; 1.5 hour sessions

360 FEEDBACK
The most effective leaders seek well-rounded feedback. If you would like a 360-assessment (meaning 

feedback from all directions), we can help.

Research shows that 70% of Fortune 500 executives get coaching.
It’s for you if you are committed to making a positive and significant change in your life and work.

Leadership
Coa��

You want to be an intentional

leader and thrive, right?

- Cathy Steers

Human Resources Director,

Northern Arizona Council of Governments

“Through masterful facilitation Lancaster 
Leadership has transformed a group of 
supervisors and managers who had little 
knowledge of any programs outside their 
own within the Agency.”

‘Creating Your Team with Intention’ (1-2 days). 

A culture-building, strategy identification & 

leadership skill development event, where an 

agenda is customized to your needs, choosing 

from 30 topics that promote team success.

OUR SIGNATURE EVENT

Day-long team trainings/retreats. (1-4x/year recommended)

We right-size a program for you depending on your budget, time, needs, and desired outcomes.  

4. OUR OPTIONS.

3. IT’S PRACTICAL.2. IT’S PERSONAL.

Our trainers & facilitators bring the benefit of 25+ years of experience with many industries, clients, 

and levels of leadership.  And they are experienced leaders who understand the joys and challenges 

firsthand.

1. OUR EXPERIENCE.

WHY LANCASTER LEADERSHIP?

Reach out to schedule a chat with the Lancaster Leadership Team or visit our website!

“A HIGHLY ENGAGED WORKFORCE MEANS  �e differ�ce BETWEEN A COMPANY
THAT OUTPERFORMS ITS COMPETITORS AND ONE THAT FAILS TO GROW.” - GALLUP

You’d like to create positive change and

have a thriving leadership community, right?

& R�re�s
Team Trainings

Reach out to schedule a chat with the Lancaster Leadership Team via our website!

LEADERSHIP ACADEMY R�ul�
CLIENT REPORTED LEADERSHIP ACADEMY STATISTICS:

 • Over 1/3 of academy participants have been promoted.

 • Over 50% of academy participants applied for promotions. Over 60% of those that applied for

  promotion were successful in doing so.

 • Within the organization, 96% of the academy participants have been retained (3 years later).

Creating a Thriving Work Culture

Emotional Intelligence & Effective

Communication for Leaders

Leadership Competencies in the 21st Century

Ethics in Leadership

Successful Performance Management for 

Prosperous Teams

Leadership Agility: Personality Styles and 

Generations in the Workplace

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion

Leadership Panel, Presentation Skills & Stress 

Management
Managing People, Objectives, and Change

9-DAY ACADEMIES COVER THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:

For organizations who are ready to take their leaders to the next level

“A HIGHLY ENGAGED WORKFORCE MEANS  �e differ�ce BETWEEN A COMPANY
THAT OUTPERFORMS ITS COMPETITORS AND ONE THAT FAILS TO GROW.” - GALLUP

Leadership
Acad�i�

You believe in developing

your leaders, right?

Some of our c��s

We are hyper-focused on the success of our clients & work with a limit of 30 organizations per year. We 

have a clients-for-life philosophy and take the time to understand your industry, your organization and 

your unique team.  Once being introduced to us, it’s common for many teams within the organization to 

utilize our services. And that is our hope: to thoroughly understand your mission & goals and support 

you how we can.
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Who we �e...
Your partners for workplace culture, leadership skills & strategy

Your go-to for people strategy

Experienced leaders who serve as trainers, coaches, facilita-
tors & strategists

Serving organizations with 20-20,000 employees

Arizona based

A relationship-based business

A team that works with mission-driven organizations & teams 
in transition

Values: Vision:Mission:
Authenticity

Connection

Generosity

Cultivating

Lifelong

Leaders

Empowering

Thriving Leadership

Communities

A firm that believes that personal development is professional 
development

Reach out to schedule a chat with the Lancaster Leadership Team via our website!

SELECT FROM TOPICS INCLUDING:

Emotional Intelligence for Leaders

Communication & Confidence

Organizational Health

Creating a Culture of Trust & Morale

Influence

Accountability & Motivation

Creating Buy-In & Rolling-Out Change

and 25+ others!

Value cohesion and are inspired to develop with their team

Would benefit from some time together for critical thinking & dynamic discussion

Are eager for tools and the ability to be optimally effective

To provide an opportunity for leaders to connect and learn from and with one another. To have an 

intentional growth opportunity that supports the mission of the organization and the cohesion of its 

employees.

OBJECTIVE

GROUP COACHING IS FOR TEAMS WHO:

Would like to spend two hours at a time connecting and strategizing

“A HIGHLY ENGAGED WORKFORCE MEANS  �e differ�ce BETWEEN A COMPANY
THAT OUTPERFORMS ITS COMPETITORS AND ONE THAT FAILS TO GROW.” - GALLUP

IT’S FOR YOUR TEAM IF YOU ARE COMMITED TO MAKING A
po��ve �d �gnif�� CHANGE IN YOUR LIFE AND WORK.

For Te�s
Group Coaching

Reach out to schedule a chat with the Lancaster Leadership Team via our website!

creating an open-minded, inclusive environment (that promotes psychological safety for all)

encouraging innovative, possibility-thinking (thinking beyond “operational strategy”)

active engagement for all in attendance (we engage a “no bystanders” philosophy)

behind-the-scenes strategizing of the Lancaster Leadership team (to best serve the client as the 

events unfold)

5 CRITICAL FACTORS THROUGHOUT THE PROCESS THAT WE SPECIALIZE IN:

developing concrete, measurable outcomes and action plan (with an easy, trackable format that 

promotes strong follow-through after the strategic planning event)

1. Looking back to move strategically forward

2. Community input from stakeholders

3. Identifying possibility

4. Brainstorm & direction setting

5. Action planning

6. Document creation & keeping it alive

OUR PROCESS CAN BE DONE REMOTELY OR IN PERSON.
It includes a 6-phase process and will be complete within 2 weeks – 3 months (totaling 2.5 days),
accommodating your schedule.

WE’VE CRAFTED 40+ �r�eg� pl�sUSING A BEST-PRACTICE APPROACH
TO CREATE AN EFFECTIVE, INNOVATIVE & IMPLEMENTABLE GUIDE TO YOUR  PRESENT AND FUTURE.

Strategic Planning
+ Faci�t�ion

You want to strategically move forward

and focus on the right priorities, right?

Reach out to schedule a chat with the Lancaster Leadership Team via our website!

What is included in the GCI?
• You will participate in five 2-hour group coaching sessions, + you will have your own co-mentors.

• You will be in the role of coachee, and at times, coach.

• You will create clear goals and strategies to reach them, and will be with dynamic, intentional

individuals who are also inspired to learn, grow, and thrive.

Scheduled “me” time for reflection and future-focused strategy

Engagement with leaders in other industries & organizations

Authentic connection with dynamic leaders who understand you and your challenges

This is for leaders who don’t need another training. This is for you if you want:

This program is only o�ered
to the public two times per year.

Check the website for dates.

“A HIGHLY ENGAGED WORKFORCE MEANS  �e differ�ce BETWEEN A COMPANY
THAT OUTPERFORMS ITS COMPETITORS AND ONE THAT FAILS TO GROW.” - GALLUP

THIS EXPERIENCE IS FOR LEADERS OF LEADERS WHO WANT TO LEAD WITH PRODUCTIVITY AND JOY.
D�ecto�, M�ag�, Dep�i, P�id�s, VPs, Bu�n� Own� & Chiefs

I���ve
Group Coaching

For Leaders of Leaders

Reach out to schedule a chat with the Lancaster Leadership Team via our website!

An organizational health check quiz, robust communication quiz, & a rolling-out-change checklist

A (downloadable) guide

13 video chapters - 12 minutes or less (each)

A certificate of completion

WHAT’S INCLUDED?

YOUR LEADERSHIP JOURNEY STARTS HERE

Too busy to “keep up” with every good seminar or book out there

Believe in constantly learning, growing, and improving

A woman who believes that leadership in not just about your job title

WELCOME, STRONG WOMEN LEADERS!
This course includes the 13 most sought after topics that our clients request. This is for you if you are:

Learn practical strategies Discover the leader in youLead the way

“This course is for those who want to be a leader that people want to follow, that embody servant
leadership, and that are empathetic while being e�ective.” - Jennifer Curtis, Course Participant

Women’s Leadership
Acad
y (On�ne)

You believe that leadership is

a mindset, not a position, right?
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COACHING FOR EXCELLENCE PROGRAM.
A one-on-one personalized coaching and leadership development program is for you if you:

12 sessions, 18 hours: (up to 12 months)

8 sessions, 12 hours: (up to 9 months)

Meeting every 1-4 weeks; 1.5 hour sessions

360 FEEDBACK
The most effective leaders seek well-rounded feedback. If you would like a 360-assessment (meaning 

feedback from all directions), we can help.

Research shows that 70% of Fortune 500 executives get coaching.
It’s for you if you are committed to making a positive and significant change in your life and work.

Leadership
Coa��

You want to be an intentional

leader and thrive, right?

- Cathy Steers

Human Resources Director,

Northern Arizona Council of Governments

“Through masterful facilitation Lancaster 
Leadership has transformed a group of 
supervisors and managers who had little 
knowledge of any programs outside their 
own within the Agency.”

‘Creating Your Team with Intention’ (1-2 days). 

A culture-building, strategy identification & 

leadership skill development event, where an 

agenda is customized to your needs, choosing 

from 30 topics that promote team success.

OUR SIGNATURE EVENT

Day-long team trainings/retreats. (1-4x/year recommended)

We right-size a program for you depending on your budget, time, needs, and desired outcomes.  

4. OUR OPTIONS.

3. IT’S PRACTICAL.2. IT’S PERSONAL.

Our trainers & facilitators bring the benefit of 25+ years of experience with many industries, clients, 

and levels of leadership.  And they are experienced leaders who understand the joys and challenges 

firsthand.

1. OUR EXPERIENCE.

WHY LANCASTER LEADERSHIP?

Reach out to schedule a chat with the Lancaster Leadership Team or visit our website!

“A HIGHLY ENGAGED WORKFORCE MEANS  �e differ�ce BETWEEN A COMPANY
THAT OUTPERFORMS ITS COMPETITORS AND ONE THAT FAILS TO GROW.” - GALLUP

You’d like to create positive change and

have a thriving leadership community, right?

& R�re�s
Team Trainings

Reach out to schedule a chat with the Lancaster Leadership Team via our website!

LEADERSHIP ACADEMY R�ul�
CLIENT REPORTED LEADERSHIP ACADEMY STATISTICS:

 • Over 1/3 of academy participants have been promoted.

 • Over 50% of academy participants applied for promotions. Over 60% of those that applied for

  promotion were successful in doing so.

 • Within the organization, 96% of the academy participants have been retained (3 years later).

Creating a Thriving Work Culture

Emotional Intelligence & Effective

Communication for Leaders

Leadership Competencies in the 21st Century

Ethics in Leadership

Successful Performance Management for 

Prosperous Teams

Leadership Agility: Personality Styles and 

Generations in the Workplace

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion

Leadership Panel, Presentation Skills & Stress 

Management
Managing People, Objectives, and Change

9-DAY ACADEMIES COVER THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:

For organizations who are ready to take their leaders to the next level

“A HIGHLY ENGAGED WORKFORCE MEANS  �e differ�ce BETWEEN A COMPANY
THAT OUTPERFORMS ITS COMPETITORS AND ONE THAT FAILS TO GROW.” - GALLUP

Leadership
Acad�i�

You believe in developing

your leaders, right?

Some of our c��s

We are hyper-focused on the success of our clients & work with a limit of 30 organizations per year. We 

have a clients-for-life philosophy and take the time to understand your industry, your organization and 

your unique team.  Once being introduced to us, it’s common for many teams within the organization to 

utilize our services. And that is our hope: to thoroughly understand your mission & goals and support 

you how we can.
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Who we �e...
Your partners for workplace culture, leadership skills & strategy

Your go-to for people strategy

Experienced leaders who serve as trainers, coaches, facilita-
tors & strategists

Serving organizations with 20-20,000 employees

Arizona based

A relationship-based business

A team that works with mission-driven organizations & teams 
in transition

Values: Vision:Mission:
Authenticity

Connection

Generosity

Cultivating

Lifelong

Leaders

Empowering

Thriving Leadership

Communities

A firm that believes that personal development is professional 
development

Reach out to schedule a chat with the Lancaster Leadership Team via our website!

SELECT FROM TOPICS INCLUDING:

Emotional Intelligence for Leaders

Communication & Confidence

Organizational Health

Creating a Culture of Trust & Morale

Influence

Accountability & Motivation

Creating Buy-In & Rolling-Out Change

and 25+ others!

Value cohesion and are inspired to develop with their team

Would benefit from some time together for critical thinking & dynamic discussion

Are eager for tools and the ability to be optimally effective

To provide an opportunity for leaders to connect and learn from and with one another. To have an 

intentional growth opportunity that supports the mission of the organization and the cohesion of its 

employees.

OBJECTIVE

GROUP COACHING IS FOR TEAMS WHO:

Would like to spend two hours at a time connecting and strategizing

“A HIGHLY ENGAGED WORKFORCE MEANS  �e differ�ce BETWEEN A COMPANY
THAT OUTPERFORMS ITS COMPETITORS AND ONE THAT FAILS TO GROW.” - GALLUP

IT’S FOR YOUR TEAM IF YOU ARE COMMITED TO MAKING A
po��ve �d �gnif�� CHANGE IN YOUR LIFE AND WORK.

For Te�s
Group Coaching

Reach out to schedule a chat with the Lancaster Leadership Team via our website!

creating an open-minded, inclusive environment (that promotes psychological safety for all)

encouraging innovative, possibility-thinking (thinking beyond “operational strategy”)

active engagement for all in attendance (we engage a “no bystanders” philosophy)

behind-the-scenes strategizing of the Lancaster Leadership team (to best serve the client as the 

events unfold)

5 CRITICAL FACTORS THROUGHOUT THE PROCESS THAT WE SPECIALIZE IN:

developing concrete, measurable outcomes and action plan (with an easy, trackable format that 

promotes strong follow-through after the strategic planning event)

1. Looking back to move strategically forward

2. Community input from stakeholders

3. Identifying possibility

4. Brainstorm & direction setting

5. Action planning

6. Document creation & keeping it alive

OUR PROCESS CAN BE DONE REMOTELY OR IN PERSON.
It includes a 6-phase process and will be complete within 2 weeks – 3 months (totaling 2.5 days),
accommodating your schedule.

WE’VE CRAFTED 40+ �r�eg� pl�sUSING A BEST-PRACTICE APPROACH
TO CREATE AN EFFECTIVE, INNOVATIVE & IMPLEMENTABLE GUIDE TO YOUR  PRESENT AND FUTURE.

Strategic Planning
+ Faci�t�ion

You want to strategically move forward

and focus on the right priorities, right?

Reach out to schedule a chat with the Lancaster Leadership Team via our website!

What is included in the GCI?
• You will participate in five 2-hour group coaching sessions, + you will have your own co-mentors.

• You will be in the role of coachee, and at times, coach.

• You will create clear goals and strategies to reach them, and will be with dynamic, intentional

individuals who are also inspired to learn, grow, and thrive.

Scheduled “me” time for reflection and future-focused strategy

Engagement with leaders in other industries & organizations

Authentic connection with dynamic leaders who understand you and your challenges

This is for leaders who don’t need another training. This is for you if you want:

This program is only o�ered
to the public two times per year.

Check the website for dates.

“A HIGHLY ENGAGED WORKFORCE MEANS  �e differ�ce BETWEEN A COMPANY
THAT OUTPERFORMS ITS COMPETITORS AND ONE THAT FAILS TO GROW.” - GALLUP

THIS EXPERIENCE IS FOR LEADERS OF LEADERS WHO WANT TO LEAD WITH PRODUCTIVITY AND JOY.
D�ecto�, M�ag�, Dep�i, P�id�s, VPs, Bu�n� Own� & Chiefs

I���ve
Group Coaching

For Leaders of Leaders

Reach out to schedule a chat with the Lancaster Leadership Team via our website!

An organizational health check quiz, robust communication quiz, & a rolling-out-change checklist

A (downloadable) guide

13 video chapters - 12 minutes or less (each)

A certificate of completion

WHAT’S INCLUDED?

YOUR LEADERSHIP JOURNEY STARTS HERE

Too busy to “keep up” with every good seminar or book out there

Believe in constantly learning, growing, and improving

A woman who believes that leadership in not just about your job title

WELCOME, STRONG WOMEN LEADERS!
This course includes the 13 most sought after topics that our clients request. This is for you if you are:

Learn practical strategies Discover the leader in youLead the way

“This course is for those who want to be a leader that people want to follow, that embody servant
leadership, and that are empathetic while being e�ective.” - Jennifer Curtis, Course Participant

Women’s Leadership
Acad
y (On�ne)

You believe that leadership is

a mindset, not a position, right?
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13 video chapters - 12 minutes or less (each)

A certificate of completion

WHAT’S INCLUDED?

YOUR LEADERSHIP JOURNEY STARTS HERE

Too busy to “keep up” with every good seminar or book out there

Believe in constantly learning, growing, and improving

A woman who believes that leadership in not just about your job title

WELCOME, STRONG WOMEN LEADERS!
This course includes the 13 most sought after topics that our clients request. This is for you if you are:

Learn practical strategies Discover the leader in youLead the way

“This course is for those who want to be a leader that people want to follow, that embody servant
leadership, and that are empathetic while being e�ective.” - Jennifer Curtis, Course Participant

Women’s Leadership
Acad
y (On�ne)

You believe that leadership is

a mindset, not a position, right?
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